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Abstract:
The proposed game will be a computer game version of the popular survival games. Players will be able to play game in the
multiplayer style known as hot seat, where users take turns at the same computer. The game will allow from two to 100players to
play. The game will not deal with in artificial intelligence and will solely be intended for multiplayer use. Due to the nature of the
game, the graphics will be in two done in 3D and offer a layout and feel similar to that of the shooting game.
I. INTRODUCTION
Survival Game is a mini-scale, sci-fi 3D shooting mobile game
independently developed. The game created an battlefield based
on the battle fights. Each match starts with players flying from
the spaceship onto a map area. Players could decide when and
where to land on the battlefield. All resources are searched and
retrieved from the map, and players can fight with their
competitors at any time. The last one standing will be the
winner!. The game maping controller unique. A game design in
Unity, Sometimes though; developers do run into complications
when working with Unity3D.That’s not because there is an issue
with the platform. On the contrary it is due to their own software
design practices, when creating their game’s overall
architecture and while maintaining their code

“Character believability refers to the numerous elements that
allow a character to achieve the ‘illusion of life’, including but
not limited personality, emotion, intentionality, and physiology
and physiological movement”. Loyall (1997, page 1) tries to be
more objective stating that such a character “provides a
convincing portrayal of the personality they [the spectators]
expect or come to expect”. As we pointed out, this definition is
quite close to one factor of the presence, the match between
users’ models and sensory data.
IV. DRAWBACKS IN EXISTING SYSTEM


Almost survival pc game size 2gb-100gb++



There is higher configure system only support.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR GAME



game design average budget:

A game basically designs with computer low level system
configuration access.



Console - $8,728,125



PC & Mac - $995,675



MMO - $834,000



Web - $651,625



Mobile - $303,500



Social Network - $295,000



Kiosk &Standalone - $30,000




1gb ram (laptop and computer)
Minimum level of battery


Windows os And normal level game play for survival
games.
III. BEHAVIOR MEDICATION FOR BELIEVABLE
CHARACTERS AI
As the notion of believability is subjective, it is very complex to
define what a believable character is. In order to understand this
concept, we must look at its meaning in the arts where it is a
factor of suspension of disbelief (Bates, 1992). Suspension of
disbelief is when even though a reader or a spectator knows that
the story and the characters are not real, he/she may “forget” it
and have feelings and reactions as if the story were true.
According to Thomas and Johnston (1981), two core animators
of Disney, believable characters’ goal is to provide the “illusion
of life” (see figure 1.3). Riedl and Young (2005, page 2) defines
with more details of how achieving this peculiar goal:
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V. PROPOSED IDEA
Our goal is to create a game, in which multiple players try in a
cooperative and or competitive way to accomplish a certain task.
Each one takes control over a toon character and moves him in
jump'n'run style through a map, collecting power-ups, defeating
enemies and solving puzzles. The genre of the game is a mix
between third person shooter and action adventure. The map and
each entity of the game is represented as a controller.
Nevertheless we classify the entities to have a better structure
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and an easier understanding of the game.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

VI. MAP ARCHITECTURE

In this paper, we discussed a set of challenges that state of-theart computer games pose to the artificial intelligence community.
Developing AI techniques that can deal with the complexity of
computer games is a big challenge, but has the potential to have
a big impact in several areas including entertainment; education
and training. Our main goal is to develop AI techniques that can
ease the effort of incorporating AI in computer games to make
such games adaptive games. In this paper, we introduced three of
our current research thrusts aimed at creating adaptive games via
the application of case-based reasoning techniques. We believe
that computer game AI will be the next revolution in the gaming
industry. After the impressive advances in the audiovisual
presentation the networking capabilities, the next step in
computer games is to incorporate advanced .AI techniques that
can achieve the goal of having truly adaptive games, increasing
the level of believability and immersion. To achieve this goal,
the gaming community needs new techniques, approaches and
tools that allow them to easily specify, develop, and incorporate
AI in their games.

6.1. A game user inter face is an handle simply way
approached.
VII. CODE: C#
Unity is a 2D/3D engine and framework that gives you a system
for designing game or app scenes for 2D, 2.5D and 3D. I say
games and apps because I’ve seen not just games, but training
simulators, first-responder applications, and other businessfocused applications developed with Unity that need to interact
with 2D/3D space. Unity allows you to interact with them via
not only code, but also visual components, and export them to
every major mobile platform and a whole lot more for free.
(There’s also a pro version that’s very nice, but it isn’t free. You
can do an impressive amount with the free version.) Unity
supports all major 3D applications and many audio formats, and
even understands the Photoshop .psd format so you can just drop
a .psd file into a Unity project. Unity allows you to import and
assemble assets, write code to interact with your objects, create
or import animations for use with an advanced animation
system, and much more. It will run as mono develop for unity
own software made.
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